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The generation of electrical power in Western Australia’s
Pilbara region is critical as its iron ore riches continue to
provide Australia with its biggest export earnings.

Power station at Fortescue’s Christmas Creek mine comprises 27 QSK78 gensets.

Contract Power general manager Marc Grosser…
QSK78 gensets are “hitting the maintenance targets”.

When Contract Power decided to become the first major
user of Cummins QSK78 generator sets in the world with the
construction of a power station at Christmas Creek in the
Pilbara, it could have been viewed as a bold move in such a
remote and harsh region.
At the time, Contract Power general manager Marc Grosser dismissed any possible
concerns: “We like trying new equipment… we believe it gives us a leading edge over
our competitors.”
The power station in question was completed early in 2012, its generators vital to the
operation of Fortescue’s Christmas Creek mine, in particular the two ore processing
facilities that have an annual through-put capacity of more than 50 million tonnes.
This is the biggest diesel power station in Australia, designed and built by Perth-based
Contract Power and owned and operated by the same company – a progressive outfit
that boasts the ability to do power generation business “anywhere in the world”.
It is also the largest single installation of prime power Cummins QSK78 generator sets in
the world, each of the 27 units able to deliver 2 MW.

“Fuel economy of the QSK78 is also very competitive,” he says.
He points out the maintenance targets set with Cummins include injector change-out
at 10,000 hours – a target that is being achieved.
“We’ve had several issues outside the QSK78 engine/alternator package, but Cummins
stands behind its product and its warranty which we believe is a very good trait.
“It’s nice to know that a manufacturer will back its product. Overall, Cummins has reacted
very well to our requirements.”
Contract Power’s maintenance regime at Christmas Creek is a no-compromise affair.
“There can be no compromises in such a harsh environment as the Pilbara,” says Marc
Grosser. “The dust is highly abrasive and ruthless on everything…oil filter integrity needs
to be spot on.”
To ensure best possible filtration, Cummins’ Eliminator system is used, replacing the
traditional disposable spin-on ‘paper’ element filters. Routine servicing is at 250-hour
intervals and oil sampling is carried out every 500 hours.
The ability of the power station to operate at maximum capacity in very high ambient
temperatures – as high as 50 degrees C – also demands peak cooling system efficiency.

In a previous issue of Cummins Commentary (Issue 34, August 2011), we featured the first
development stage of the power station.

As Marc Grosser points out, Marble Bar is reputedly the hottest place in Australia and it’s
only 150 km north-west of Christmas Creek.
It’s no secret that Contract Power is eagerly awaiting Cummins’ new QSK95 generator set
– the biggest genset ever developed by Cummins.
Scheduled to go into production in late 2014, the new 3.5 MW generator set is powered
by the QSK95, a 95-litre V16 and the highest output diesel engine ever developed by
Cummins.
Marc Grosser has studied the QSK95 closely and describes it as an “awesome platform”
for power generation. In particular, he rates the design and positioning of the external
‘hang on’ components highly for serviceability and maintenance.
The Cummins engine currently most widely used by Contract Power in power generation
is the KTA50, a 50-litre V16 with a reputation for being bullet proof.
Contract Power recently deployed eight 1250 kVA Cummins PowerBox generator
sets, each powered by the KTA50, for commissioning of Fortescue’s Solomon mine
development, 120 km west of Christmas Creek and Cloudbreak.
The PowerBox is a fully integrated power system with the genset
installed in an ISO container. Contract Power engineered eight trailers
specially for the commissioning and the PowerBoxes were mounted
on these trailers along with transformers and 6000 litres of diesel fuel
capacity.

Undertaken in 2011, this first stage saw the installation of 14 generators, while the
second and final stage was completed early in 2012 with the commissioning of a
further 13 QSK78 units.

Leon Hodge’s Contract Power is today a group of companies providing
power generation solutions both in Australia and overseas.

The reliability of the power station is critical to Fortescue – Australia’s third largest
producer of iron ore behind Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton – as it continues to ramp up
production.

Hodges started out in business in the early 1990s as a lone contractor
with a ute, providing remote on-site servicing and supply of power
generation equipment to the mining industry in Western Australia.

For Contract Power’s Marc Grosser, “hitting the maintenance targets” is one of the key
pointers to the efficiency of the power station.

He didn’t exactly having a burning ambition at the time to build a big
business. “My intention then was to keep food on the table, look after
the kids,” he recalls.

“Mechanically, the engine/alternator package is performing very well,” he says without
hesitation.

Within a couple of years Hodges had over 20 employees and was one
of the few companies providing a 24/7 on-call service to mining clients.

“Some of the gensets have clocked up over 10,000 hours and are hitting the maintenance
targets that we have in place with Cummins.
“Our experience at Christmas Creek is that maintenance costs of the QSK78 genset are
lower than competitors’ costs.

One of eight 1250 kVA Cummins PowerBox generator sets, mounted
on specially built trailers, deployed by Contract Power for commissioning
of Fortescue’s Solomon mine development.

The ability of the power station to operate at maximum capacity in very high ambient
temperatures – as high as 50 degrees C – demands peak cooling system efficiency.

In 1995 Contract Power began building power stations. Today,
the company boasts the ability to do business “anywhere in the
world” and, in fact, conducts business in six countries across three
continents. n

Cummins Perth’s power generation sales executive
Bhavani Sambhara (left) with Marc Grosser.
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All

class

Product reliability along with generator set packaging and technical support were
key factors behind Cummins being selected for the Cape Class business.

The eight new 58-metre Cape Class vessels – replacing the ageing fleet of 38-metre Bay
Class patrol boats – are being built by Austal at its Henderson shipyard (near Perth) in
Western Australia.
Austal was awarded the $330 million contract in 2011 for the design, construction and
in-service support of the Cape Class – a vessel specifically designed for critical maritime
law enforcement with the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service.
The first of the new patrol boats was delivered earlier this year while the remaining seven
are due to be operational by August 2015. They will provide an “enormous boost in
capability” according to the Customs and Border Protection Service.
The Cape Class can undertake 28-day patrols, sail more than 4000 nautical miles
(at 12 knots) before having to refuel, and combat the full range of maritime security
threats such as people, drugs and weapons smuggling.

“Our B-doubles are doing up to 410,000 km a year – some a bit more than that – while
our roadtrains are generally around the 350,000 km mark,” says Neil Anderson, workshop
manager for GKR.
Two-up driving is required for this kind of utilisation, and GKR has a number of
husband-and-wife teams clocking up the big kilometres on the east-west routes.
Kevin Small is managing director of GKR which he established in Perth in 1985 with two
other single-truck operators, Reg Mullins and Garry Walsh.
The 248 kWe generator sets, which also
operate the Cape Class bow thrusters,
are powered by the Cummins
QSM11-DM marine auxiliary engine
matched to a Cummins Generator
Technologies dual-bearing alternator.

Today, he oversees a fleet comprising close to 50 prime movers and 200 trailers which
operate out of Perth to Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane. Kenworth dominates
at GKR, and the latest units are powered by Cummins’ new 15-litre variant, the ISXe5,
which uses AdBlue/urea for emissions reduction.

The new patrol boats are directly connected to border protection command headquarters
and can receive up to the minute tactical updates, images and video footage on contacts
of interest.

The new patrol boats are named after eight capes in Australia – Cape St George, Cape
Byron, Cape Nelson, Cape Sorell, Cape Jervis, Cape Leveque, Cape Wessel and Cape York.

Twin Cummins QSM11 generator sets provide electrical power on board the Cape Class
– critical power that is required for the sophisticated electronics systems for command,
control and communications.

Cape St George is the first off the rank. Says Graham Backhouse, general manager and
president of Austal’s Australian operations: “The vessel performed extremely well on trials
and everyone who has seen it has been incredibly impressed by the quality of the design
and construction, the systems technology we have developed and integrated, and the sheer
size and capability the Cape Class provides.”
Austal began operations in 1988 and has become a world leader in the design and
construction of aluminium vessels. The company is a global defence prime contractor
and also specialises in high-speed ferries and luxury yachts. In addition to its Henderson
(Western Australia) facility, Austal has shipyards in the Philippines and United States. n

At the time of writing, the highest-kilometre K200 had clocked up 207,000 km in six months,
while the oldest ISXe5-powered T909 had done 182,000 km in the same period.
In addition to the ISXe5s, GKR is operating 11 Cummins ISX 485 EGR engines and several
of these have reached 1.1 million km before rebuild.
If high utilisation is a trademark of the fleet, just as important is product reliability and the
way the trucks are maintained, especially when they’re operating weekly through remote
regions like the Nullarbor.
“The maintenance is critical to providing reliable service to our customers. There can be
no shortcuts. If we don’t give service we don’t have a business,” says Kevin Small.

“Cummins’ support has been good
the last couple of years,” he adds.
“We want a partnership with our
suppliers, not an ‘us versus them’
situation, and there has to be give and
take for the partnership to work well.
“If there’s a historical problem with
a product we’ll push the envelope
with the supplier if we don’t get a
fair go.” n
GKR managing director Kevin Small… “The maintenance is
critical to providing reliable service to our customers.”

Cummins’ support has been good…

“Product reliability along with generator set packaging and technical support were key
factors behind Cummins being selected for the Cape Class business,” says Peter Brookes,
who headed up the project for Cummins Perth.

we want a partnership
with our suppliers not an
‘us versus them’ situation.
Cummins gensets provide the critical power
for the sophisticated electronics systems for
command, control and communications.

New 58-metre Cape Class patrol boats are
equipped with twin Cummins QSM11 gensets.

All six ISXe5 engines are rated at 485 hp. Two are in T909 Kenworths pulling roadtrain
doubles, while the other four are in K200 Kenworths on B-double and B-triple work.
The B-triples operate between Northam in WA and Adelaide.

The QSM11 delivers class-leading
fuel efficiency while meeting the latest
emissions requirements for marine
equipment with certification to US EPA
Tier 2 and IMO Tier II standards.
The generator sets also have the Cummins C Command HD Elite Plus instrument panel
which provides system monitoring via digital display and is integrated with the vessel’s
electronics network.

Local and over-the-horizon communications are via a number of networks, including
satellite, VHF and UHF.

“The ISXe5 is looking good,” says Neil Anderson. “The drivers like it which is important,
and it definitely runs cooler which we’re happy about in the type of work we’re doing.”

GKR has one workshop of its own, in
Perth, where most of the servicing is
carried out. “Around 80% of the fleet
returns to Perth weekly, and each
truck is serviced on a weekly basis
according to our A, B, C or D service
schedules,” says Neil Anderson.

It can also carry a larger crew to more effectively and safely manage boarding operations,
while being able to launch two 7.3-metre tender response vessels simultaneously.

The boats have two electronic chart and information systems, two gyro compasses, two
differential global positioning systems, a secure marine automatic identification system,
an electro-optical sensor system, radars and a voyage data recorder.

ON A HIGH
High utilisation is the name of the game for Perth-based
GKR Transport, a company that specialises in east-west
haulage with B-doubles, B-triples and roadtrains.

Cummins generator sets are powering the critical command,
control and communications systems on Australia’s
new Cape Class patrol boats which are described as an
important milestone in the country’s maritime border
security program.
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GKR workshop manager Neil Anderson… “The ISXe5 definitely runs
cooler which we’re happy about in the type of work we’re doing.”

GKR’s latest Kenworths are fitted with Cummins’ new
15-litre variant, the ISXe5, which is impressing to date.
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Two of the first operational Cummins QSK38 Tier 2 MCRS
engines in the world have exceeded life-to-overhaul targets
in mining in south east Queensland.

A Tier 2 emissions engine, the QSK38 is rated at 810 kW (1086 hp) at 1800 rpm in
the Hitachi EX1900-6 which has an operating weight of 192 tonnes. A feature of the
Tier 2 engine is the modular common rail fuel system (MCRS) that ensures low emissions,
quieter operation, smoother power delivery and faster load acceptance.

Powering Hitachi EX1900-6 excavators in service with Golding Contractors, one
QSK38 achieved 19,199 hours while the other reached 18,300 hours before change-out.
Initial planning was for a 16,000-hour life.

At Kogan Creek, the EX1900-6 is working with two other Cummins-powered diggers
– a Komatsu PC3000 and Hitachi EX1800-3 – which feed a fleet of 14 dump trucks.
Golding selected these size diggers because of the nature of the coal seams, and they
move a total of up to 5.0 million BCMs a year.

The highest-hour QSK38 achieved its milestone at Evolution Mining’s Mt Rawdon gold
mine, while the other engine exceeded its target at the Kogan Creek coal mine.

Golding maintenance superintendent at Kogan Creek, Ben Victor, confirms that “only
scheduled maintenance” has ever been carried out on the QSK38.

We recently visited the Kogan Creek mine near Chinchilla (300 km west of Brisbane)
where the 18,300-hour QSK38 had just been replaced with a certified support bank
engine from Cummins’ Master Rebuild Centre in Brisbane.

A contributor to the long engine life is obviously Golding’s maintenance regime. “We make
sure we put time into preventive maintenance and we’ve never missed our contract
obligations to the power station,” he says.

The mine provides coal – 2.5 million tonnes a year – to fuel the adjacent Kogan Creek
power station.

Routine servicing intervals are also strictly adhered to. “We carry out oil changes every
250 hours and we fit new fuel filters and air cleaners every 250 hours regardless of the
condition they’re in,” he points out.

Golding Contractors developed the mine from a greenfield site and began operations
in 2006 under an 11-year contract to mine the thin seam deposit to a suitable quality for
power generation.
The power station – one of Australia’s most efficient coal-fired power stations – can
provide up to 750 MW of baseload electricity, enough to power around one million homes.
Both the mine and power station are owned by CS Energy, a Queensland Government
owned corporation and an electricity generator, trader and retailer.
The QSK38 is an evolution of the long established 38-litre V12 Cummins KV-series
platform, a mining industry benchmark for reliability and durability in its horsepower class.

Cummins’ service and diagnostic tool, Insite, is used by the Golding maintenance team
at Kogan Creek. During the QSK38 change-out, time was made available for a Cummins
representative to demonstrate the high-level diagnostic capability of the Insite tool such
as cylinder cut-out testing and other procedures that reduce troubleshooting time.
All members of the Golding maintenance team take pride in ‘ownership’ of the entire
mining equipment fleet on site. The diggers, as always, are the backbone of the
operation, and their engine reliability and durability is a critical requirement to meeting
the production targets. n

Cummins mining business manager Stewart McKeddie (left)
with Golding maintenance superintendent Ben Victor (centre)
and maintenance supervisor Scott Poulsen.

Golding developed Kogan Creek mine from a greenfield
site and began operations in 2006 under an 11-year
contract to mine the thin seam deposit.
Cummins QSK38 in Hitachi EX1900-6 excavator
achieved 18,300 hours before change-out.
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Kogan Creek mine provides 2.5 million tonnes
of coal a year to the adjacent power station.
Photo courtesy of CS Energy.
Photograph by Nadine Shaw Photography.
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Terry Warn (second from right) heads up a company with a strong family culture.
He is shown with, from left, Cummins Pakenham operations manager Glen Jones,
Cummins customer support rep Karl Murray, and Cummins automotive business
manager Marc Weckerle.

Digital Realty, a company that boasts IBM, Visa, Facebook,
Microsoft, Google and Yahoo among its clients, is relying
on Cummins for critical protection power at its new data
centres in Melbourne and Sydney.
The company that has spent billions of dollars in recent years developing its data centre
portfolio claims its global footprint of data centres has achieved 99.999% availability
since 2007 – “a direct result of how well our facilities are designed, built and operated”.
Today, the American company has a portfolio of more than 145 data centres in 32 markets
throughout North America, Europe, Asia and Australia and continues a strategy of
ambitious global growth as cloud computing becomes big business.
Digital Realty’s three new data centres in Australia – one in Sydney, two in Melbourne –
are Tier III certified by the Uptime Institute, thus meeting stringent requirements around
uptime, reliability, and security.
“Customers can move in and immediately enjoy a facility that is designed to operate at
99.999% uptime, has excellent connectivity, and uses international-standard security
systems,” the company points out.

Digital Realty project manager Daniel Howard (right) with
Cummins Laverton’s Adam Ferrara (left) and Davin Pryor.

Each of the gensets is equipped with a 10,000-litre base fuel tank meaning they are
capable of full load operation for a minimum 24 hours. The integrated tank design
contributes to a simplified fuel system and thus far fewer potential points of failure.
A data centre’s massed racks of servers draw significant power and also generate
a lot of heat, placing considerable demand on power supply and air conditioning
systems. Emergency back-up power is thus critical to ensure functionality of the
computer environment.
The gensets are obviously part of the redundancy at the data centres which is N+1
meaning all systems have at least one independent back-up so that there is system
availability in the event of component failure.
The gensets work in conjunction with a UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) system of
batteries. In the event of a mains failure, the UPS system maintains power supply until the
gensets come on line and take over within 10 seconds. n

The Uptime Institute confirms Digital Realty’s certification while adding that many
providers claim to build ‘Tier III’ data centres, but “few have the discipline to go through
the rigorous process of seeking actual certification”.
All three facilities in Australia use Digital Realty’s ‘Turn-Key Flex’ technology which allows
customers to lease data centres that are move-in-ready, fully commissioned with their
own dedicated electrical and mechanical infrastructure.

Freightliner Argosys are running to Darwin as roadtrain triples.
New data centre in Melbourne meets stringent
requirements around uptime, reliability, and security.

Cummins has supplied the critical diesel generator back-up power at all sites, initially
installing six C2250 gensets at each data centre along with custom-built acoustic
enclosures and fuel systems. The 2000 kVA C2250 is powered by Cummins’ 60-litre
QSK60 engine.
In addition, Cummins has supplied two smaller gensets for each site as standby power for
essential building services.
The most recently completed data centre in Melbourne – it adjoins Digital Realty’s first
Melbourne facility at Deer Park – has space for future expansion which will mean the
installation of a further six Cummins C2250 generators.
Digital Realty’s project manager for the second Melbourne data centre, Daniel Howard,
says Cummins was a key contributor to the facility being the “easiest and smoothest
installation we’ve had in Australia”.
“Cummins was ahead of the program,” he says, “and the fact it had the
acoustic enclosures built in a controlled environment at its own branch
facility (Laverton) meant there was minimal site disruption during
installation of the generators.”
Adam Ferrara and Davin Pryor headed up the project for Cummins
in Melbourne, and they worked closely with the Cummins
power generation team in Sydney to ensure Digital Realty’s
requirements were met – consistency and a seamless
process of supply, installation and commissioning
across the different data centre sites.
“The generators are very quiet,” says Daniel Howard,
pointing out that with two sets running on load
and one at idle the noise level is only
70 dBA at one metre.

Cummins is working closely with
global data centre giant Digital
Realty which is expanding its
influence in Australia.

QUIET

ACHIEVERS

Terry and Celeste Warn are quiet achievers, people
who have succeeded through pride, perseverance and
adherence to sound business principles.
Their company, ABS Transport Industries, based south-east of Melbourne at Carrum
Downs, has a strong family culture – a culture that will obviously endure with sons Aaron
and Shannon involved in the business.
The company operates 45 trucks and 70 trailers, has seven fulltime tow operators and also
engages up to 30 sub-contractors at any one time. Specialising in prescribed waste and
dangerous goods haulage, ABS trucks also move general freight Australia-wide.
The latest additions to the fleet are five Freightliners – one bonneted Coronado and four
cab-over Argosys – all with Cummins ISX 550 EGR power. The positive driver reaction to
the Freightliners is exactly what Terry Warn hoped it would be.

the smashed up Transtar – an insurance write off – which he rebuilt. His ‘Tranny’ was
powered by a Cummins NH250, a ‘big banger’ in those days.

“We’ve got a four-year contract hauling cable drums to Darwin for the (Ichthys) gas project,
and the Argosys were bought for this job, running as roadtrain triples,” he explains.

Soon after Terry was “lucky enough” to gain subcontract work with LS Booth Wine
Transport, work that lasted for five years.

Cummins’ service support is one of the key reasons the ISX was specified in the
Freightliners. “We’ve always had Cummins engines and Cummins has always looked after
us,” he says without hesitation.

Terry sold the Transtar in 1980, married Celeste, and started an onsite truck and trailer
repair business called Warns Transport Repairs. During this time Celeste could often be
found dressed in overalls helping Terry repair a motor or fit a new diff to a truck.

With an unerring eye on costs, he says that parts pricing was another critical factor in
the decision to buy US-origin trucks versus European brands. “We do a lot of our own
maintenance, including major repairs, so are aware of the impact of parts pricing on the
bottom line.”

Over the next couple of years Terry rebuilt another couple of trucks which he soon put to
work. Terry and Celeste started a family while their business continued to grow as Warns
Transport Industries. In 1988 it was renamed ABS Transport Industries after the first letters
of each of their children’s names - Aaron, Bianca and Shannon.

When the Freightliner purchase started firming in Terry Warn’s mind, he knew he wanted
the Cummins ISX matched to Eaton’s UltraShift transmission. “We’re pretty fastidious when
we’re buying new gear and I wanted to be sure that the UltraShift match to the Cummins
engine had been perfected,” he says.

Aaron and Shannon are involved in the
running of the business today. They
served their apprenticeship as diesel
mechanics in the company workshop,
and then piloted ABS trucks on interstate
for a couple of years before moving into
management roles.

He received assurance of the engine-transmission compatibility, and the deal with
Freightliner was done. As with any new trucks in the ABS fleet, the Freightliners will run on
frontline interstate operations for five years before being downgraded to less severe work.
Like many family trucking businesses ABS Transport Industries developed from rather
modest beginnings.

Critical back-up power is provided by six Cummins C2250 generator
sets which incorporate 10,000-litre base fuel tanks.

Just two days after completing his apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic in 1975, Terry was
at the wheel of an International Transtar, carting general freight. The year before he’d bought

They know they will have to display
the attributes of their parents – tireless
energy, perseverance, and an overall
disciplined approach to management – to
ensure that the commitment to customer
service is maintained. n

Terry Elkin… impressed with Freightliner Argosy.
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Buoyant

Bhagwan Marine is headquartered at Geraldton.

Bhagwan

backing the boom

Loui Kannikoski…established Bhagwan Marine as a one-boat operation in 1998.

Cummins is the preferred engine supplier for new vessels for Bhagwan
Marine, a major player in Australia’s booming oil and gas industry.
It began as a typical Geraldton (WA) cray fishing venture and
has since morphed into a 115-plus vessel empire servicing
the country’s booming oil and gas industry.
The Kannikoski family’s Bhagwan Marine has certainly come a long way from a one-boat
operation in 1998 to its position today where it counts industry leaders such as Apache
Energy, Chevron, BHP Billiton, Woodside, Shell and ExxonMobil among its clients.
Former cray fisherman Loui Kannikoski is still a little taken aback by the growth of the
business he heads up today. “When someone said early on we’d get to five boats, you
could have got a gun and shot me,” he chuckles.
Two major strategic decisions in 2012-2013 have resulted in Bhagwan becoming Australia’s
largest privately-owned marine services company with more than 700 personnel and a fleet
of over 115 vessels.
Early in 2012 it was announced that private equity firm Catalyst Investment Managers had
acquired a minority interest in Bhagwan and would provide capital to help expand and
develop the fleet.
Loui Kannikoski admits it was “sentimental” when his family decided to look for outside
investors to propel the business to its next growth phase.
He didn’t want to float Bhagwan but knew the family could no longer rely on cash flow
and bank debt to achieve its ambitions. “We could see the pros and cons and the pros far
outweighed the cons,” he says of the decision to do the deal with Catalyst.
Then in June 2013 it was announced that Bhagwan had acquired Darwin-based Workboats
Northern Australia (WBNA), a leading marine services provider with a quality fleet of vessels.
With offices and support facilities in Geraldton, Dampier, Onslow and Exmouth (WA), Darwin
(NT), and Gladstone (Qld), the combined group’s fleet is providing services and support to a
vast array of projects.
These include natural gas megaprojects such as Gorgon and Wheatstone which are under
construction off Western Australia’s Pilbara coast. Gorgon alone is costing more than $50
billion as Australia’s biggest natural gas project.

Pusher tug ‘George’ has Cummins K19 power.
The big in-line six 19-litre Cummins is a standout
for reliability and durability at Bhagwan.

One of Bhagwan’s four landing barges
that have 19-litre Cummins K-series power.

In particular, the big inline six 19-litre K-series Cummins is a standout for reliability and durability
in the Bhagwan fleet, powering landing barges and a couple of 15-metre pusher tugs.
Cummins generator sets are at the heart of a new eagerly-awaited vessel at Bhagwan
featuring diesel-electric hybrid propulsion. The 56-metre catamaran – a dive support vessel
– will go to work early in 2014 to service a long-term Apache Energy contract won by
Bhagwan in conjunction with Neptune Marine Services.
Two Cummins generator sets are installed either side of the catamaran as part of the
hybrid propulsion system. One genset is powered by a Cummins QSK19-DM diesel marine
auxiliary engine, the other by a QSK38-DM auxiliary.
Bhagwan has embraced Cummins’ latest fuelling technology, with both the19-litre QSK19
and 38-litre QSK38 featuring modular common-rail injection. This enables compliance with
the most stringent emissions standards in the world for high horsepower diesels while
delivering high fuel efficiency and significantly reduced noise.
The diesel-electric propulsion system will provide greater flexibility in terms of power
management. The power plants will be able to be optimised for each mode of operation
performed by the vessel on a regular basis. In an emergency – for example, a gas leak on a
platform – the system will also permit shutdown of all machinery on the vessel and provide
low-speed propulsion via a back-up battery bank.
Common-rail QSK19 and QSK38 engines also power two landing barges recently
commissioned by Bhagwan. The barges, Rocker and Roller, are transporting construction
materials and equipment 120 km from Dampier to Barrow Island off the Pilbara coast, where
the huge Gorgon gas processing plant is being built.
Cummins Perth’s account team worked closely with both Bhagwan and the boat builder,
Strategic Marine in Vietnam, to ensure the Rocker and Roller project – from specification
right through to commissioning by applications engineer Paul Marmino – went smoothly.
The 38-metre Rocker has dual 500 hp QSK19 engines while the 49-metre Roller has dual
1200 hp QSK38 engines. Premium options specified by Bhagwan include the Cummins
Eliminator system for best possible oil filtration. Eliminator is a combination full-flow and
centrifugal system, replacing the traditional disposable spin-on ‘paper’ element filters.

How it began...
Bhagwan Marine had its origins in the early 1950s when
Laurie Kannikoski – father of current Bhagwan boss
Loui – began cray fishing out of Geraldton in WA.
Finnish-born Laurie Kannikoski had been in the merchant navy
and decided he wanted to settle in Australia: His life changed
direction when his ship called into Geraldton in 1952 to load
lead from the local mines.
Laurie Kannikoski liked Geraldton, and work was available
there, carting lead to the port. The money wasn’t so good
though, and Laurie decided to give away the lead cartage and
become a cray fisherman.
Son Loui left school in 1974 at the age of 14 to join his father
on the cray boats. In 1985 Loui took over the family business
which operated five cray vessels at one stage, but by 1998 he
wanted out. “I’d lost interest in fishing,” he recalls.
The one cray boat Kannikoski had left was a twin-screw alloy
65-footer powered by 855 cubic inch Cummins diesels.

Cummins generator sets are at the heart of a new eagerly-awaited vessel at
Bhagwan featuring diesel-electric hybrid propulsion. The 56-metre catamaran
– a dive support vessel – will go to work early in 2014.

“Total Marine approached us wanting us to do a month’s work
with the boat as an offshore support vessel. That was our start
in the oil and gas industry,” says Loui.
In 2000, Loui Kannikoski built his first boat – a 24-metre fast
utility vessel – to specifically service the oil and gas industry,
and in the first 12 months it had 288 days of work. n

Another premium option is the Cummins C Command Elite Plus instrumentation which
provides comprehensive monitoring of engine operating conditions via a wheelhouse
touch-screen digital display.

Bhagwan continues to invest heavily in new purpose-built vessels. Loui Kannikoski
confirms Cummins’ preferred supplier position, citing technical support along with product
reliability and suitability as the key factors in this decision.

Two older landing barges, Mover and Shaker, have dual 600 hp mechanical KTA19 engines
which have clocked up around 16,000 hours working on the Gorgon project since 2009.

“Cummins is our preferred diesel engine supplier for any new vessels we’re getting built,”
he says. “We’re having a good run with the Cummins product, the product itself is a really
good fit for what we’re doing, and we get great technical support from Cummins through
Peter Brookes.”

Bhagwan Marine has forged a highly respected name in the oil and gas industry, its strong
foundation laid initially as a small family company. Early on with just one vessel, Loui
Kannikoski’s vision probably didn’t include the large-scale enterprise that is a reality today,
but all the elements that go towards expanding a successful business – lateral thinking,
a ‘can do’ attitude, inspiration, innovation and building a loyal and dedicated team – are
behind a company that today boasts a high standing in a vibrant industry.

11

Loui Kannikoski
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PICK
of the Crop

The Crop Cruiser covers around

100 hectares/hour…

that’s working out to effectively
burning 0.16 litres/hectare which

is costing about
$0.24cents/hectare…

Crop Cruiser adheres to the proven reliability offered by Cummins
with the QSB6.7 litre engine fitted to every model in the range.

With almost 250 self-propelled sprayers in the market,
Victorian spray equipment manufacturer, Goldacres, has
maintained its faith in Cummins engines since the first
machine rolled off the production line in 1998.
The Crop Cruiser self-propelled sprayer – the only kind of its type manufactured in Australia
– has seen several models introduced since the first incarnation but every one of them has
boasted a Cummins powerplant.
The first model in 1998 sported a Cummins 5.9 litre 6BTA engine producing 177 hp, while
the 2009 model revision was fitted with Australia’s first application of Cummins’ Tier 3
electronic engine, the 6.7 litre QSB 6.7, which punched out 225hp – a marked improvement
in power and torque.
This engine also marked a transition in technology as it featured full-authority electronics
and a new high-pressure common rail fuel system delivering higher power density, reduced
noise and lowered exhaust emissions.
In 2010, the Crop Cruiser underwent a ground-up redesign and was relaunched in 2011
as the Crop Cruiser Evolution. This new model has again adhered to the proven reliability
offered by Cummins with the QSB 6.7 litre engine fitted to every model in the range.
As Australia’s only manufacturer of self-propelled sprayers for the agricultural sector,
Goldacres’ Crop Cruiser has found favour in regions as diverse as the Western Australian
wheat belt to Queensland’s cotton croppers.
Goldacres was founded in 1978 by St Arnaud machinery trader, John Richards, and has
grown to become one of Australia’s leading agricultural spray equipment manufacturers.
The company either manufactures or markets a full range of spray equipment from
two-litre compression sprayers for the home and garden through to a 6000-litre self-propelled
machine or an 8500-litre tractor pulled model – all via an Australia-wide dealer network.

Fuel efficiency
Featuring a mechanical drivetrain – as opposed to most competitors’ hydrostatic drivetrains
– Goldacres’ Crop Cruiser Evolution presents a compelling business case for many buyers –
it is one of the most fuel-efficient self-propelled sprayers on the market.

And while fuel performance is only one consideration in crop spraying – chemical
application efficacy is the key objective – this era of high fuel prices has seen more and
more farmers focused on fuel burn.
With the Cummins powering an Allison auto transmission and through a Goldacres-manufactured
differential to two or four wheel drive heavy-duty chain drive drop legs, the Crop Cruiser
operates at relatively low revs even in full spray mode at 30 km/h, and that contributes
to fuel performance that measures about two-thirds less than a comparable hydrostatic
drive machine.

Sporting a 177 hp Cummins 5.9 litre 6BTA engine,
the first Crop Cruiser built (in 1998) is still working.

Recent ECM data downloaded from a spray contractor’s Cummins engine reinforced the
fuel efficiency of the Crop Cruiser.
The data from contractor, Shaun Breen’s 5236 Crop Cruiser fitted with the Cummins QSB
6.7 litre, registered an average 1600 rpm over the 773 engine hours in the downloaded data
from the engine management unit.
“Reducing fuel burn is a simple and clear way to lower my operating cost,” Shaun says.
He points out the engine data translates to some rock solid fuel performance. “Over this
fairly significant period I am burning an average of 16 litres per engine hour,” he reveals.
Operating at around 30 km/h and fitted with a 36-metre wide spray boom, Shaun’s Crop
Cruiser covers around 100 hectares/hour. “That’s working out to effectively burning
0.16 litres/hectare which is costing about $0.24 cents/hectare,” he says.

New models
In the past 12 months Goldacres’ research and development team headed by company
general manager and chief engineer, Roger Richards, has been busy building on the base
established by the Crop Cruiser Evolution model.
A new 6000-litre capacity model was released earlier in the year powered by the same
proven, Cummins-led drivetrain. The new model is leading the way in self-propelled sales
accounting for almost 75 per cent of orders.
Roger Richards says the Crop Cruiser Evolution 6000 offers farmers improved efficiency
and reliability. “As soon as we released this model orders have swung heavily in its favour.
Farmers want the increased tank capacity with the same performance, efficiency and
reliability the Crop Cruiser has become renowned for,” he says. n

Goldacres general manager and chief engineer Roger Richards… “Crop Cruiser
Evolution is one of the most fuel-efficient self-propelled sprayers on the market.”
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Director appointments

Young Ambassadors a
valuable link between
schools and Cummins
The Young Ambassadors for Industry program
is important to Cummins which has a large
apprentice intake each year.
The Cummins Laverton team at the launch
of the Young Ambassadors program

Cummins employs over 200 apprentices in the
South Pacific region – Australia, New Zealand
and Papua New Guinea – and in 2014 will take
on up to 60 new apprentices.
Cummins’ branch in Laverton (Melbourne)
– one of 37 Cummins branches in the South
Pacific – is taking part in the Young Ambassadors
for Industry program, and has already hosted 70
students on branch tours as part of the program
brokered by WynBay LLEN (Local Leaning &
Employment Network).

lst year Cummins apprentice and Young
Ambassador Harry Olatkiewicz with Kate Evans,
Cummins apprentice program manager.

Year 10 students are encouraged to spend one
week at the branch on work experience, while
Year 11 and 12 students have the opportunity
to take part in more structured learning,
spending one day per week at the branch over
a 15-week period.

Cummins has partnered with three Melbourne
schools – Bayside P-12 College, Point Cook
Senior College and Grange P-12 College – to
promote Cummins as an ‘employer of choice’
and develop a future talent pool of potential
employees.

“While the Young Ambassadors program is
currently in the first year of a two-year pilot,
our aim is to further develop the program and
establish a long term partnership with the schools
because of the benefits we see to Cummins,” says
Kate Evans.

“Our aim is to influence students’ career planning
and recruit apprentices directly from the
program,” says Kate Evans, Cummins apprentice
program manager.

Cummins Laverton recently won the ‘Large
Service Organisation’ category at the Wyndham
Business Awards 2013, where judges stated:
‘Employing over 100 people at the Laverton
facility, Cummins can be particularly proud of
its partnership with WynBay LLEN which has
driven a work experience program that assists in
opening employment pathways for young people’.

“Industry engagement with schools is vital to
building a strong pipeline of skilled workers,
with research showing that employers and
schools must connect early and often to achieve
the best outcomes.”

New Darwin
Cummins makes community grant of $165,000 branch manager
The Cummins Foundation has made a
community development grant of $165,000
over the next three years to the Beacon
Foundation in Australia.

The Beacon Foundation, which undertakes
to combat youth unemployment among 15
to18-year-olds, is a non-profit organisation
working in more than 110 secondary schools
across all Australia.
The foundation has an established track
record in helping skill, inspire and motivate
young people to either stay in school or
choose a positive pathway that enables
successful transition to employment, further
education or training.

For young people to be inspired and motivated
onto a positive pathway, they need to be
connected with, and supported by, the whole
community. Beacon brings businesses together
with schools to provide young people with
positive role models, a greater understanding of
work environments and real opportunities.

“Beacon Foundation is aligned to our core
corporate responsibility values of education
and social justice, and is an important
partnership in expanding our long term
business objectives of developing more young
people and technicians for our industry,”
says Peter Jensen-Muir, executive managing
director of Cummins Asia Pacific.

Cummins South Pacific began working
with the Beacon Foundation in 2011-12 in
Queensland and NSW, conducting ‘business
blackboard’ sessions and workplace tours for
a number of schools and also providing work
experience for students.

“Cummins employees who have been involved
in the Beacon program are passionate about
strengthening the bond with Beacon and
extending the program to all Cummins
facilities within Australia,” says Penelope
Walter, director of workplace and community
environment for Cummins Asia Pacific.
The Beacon program will engage over 100
Cummins employees across Australia who
will be involved in delivering classroom
lessons, conducting industry tours, and
providing career education, mentoring and
general workplace experience.

Brian Smith has been promoted to director of
Cummins South Pacific’s industrial and power
generation businesses.
Brian has a 29-year history with Cummins.
He began as a field technician in Mt Gambier,
SA, in 1984 and progressed through various
roles of increasing responsibility over a 10-year
period before relocating to Melbourne as branch
manager at Altona.

Six apprentices from Cummins Laverton have
been working as ‘Young Industry Ambassadors’,
visiting the three schools and speaking to Year 9
to12 students and careers advisors about ‘life as
an apprentice at Cummins’.
“Work experience at Cummins for Year 10, 11
and 12 students is a core part of the program,”
says Kate Evans.

Matthew Ferguson has been appointed
Cummins branch manager for Darwin.
Matthew brings to the role 10 years of industry
experience working for companies such as
Komatsu and Terex Reedrill.
Working for Komatsu, Matthew held positions
of product support managing HME (Heavy
Mobile Equipment) agreements across six
mines within the Pilbara, regional branch
manager with responsibilities across Western
Australia, and most recently as branch manager
in Darwin. In 2012 while working for Komatsu
Matthew travelled to Zambia and Philippines
to recruit mechanical fitters for Australia.

the past three years. In late 2012 he agreed to
take on the additional responsibility as caretaker
director for the power generation business within
Cummins South Pacific.
Brian holds an Advanced Certificate of Business
Management from Victorian University of
Technology and is Sigma Green Belt certified.

He provided oversight for the construction of the
Cummins Laverton (Melbourne) facility and was
branch manager there until he moved overseas
in 2000 to become general manager of Cummins
Singapore for three years.

Focus

Brian returned to Adelaide as a regional branch
manager in late 2003 and in 2006 was promoted
to area director of the northern region, a position
he held until 2010.

Comment by Peter Jensen-Muir — Executive Managing Director
Cummins Asia Pacific

At Cummins we engage with the communities in which we live and work for a variety of
reasons. Firstly, corporate responsibility is one of Cummins’ six core values: serving and
improving the communities in which we live.
We also engage with the communities in which we live and work through our apprentice
program. Our apprentice strategy, called The Road Ahead, focuses not only on assisting
employees to achieve their technical training to become qualified tradespeople, but also
on powering apprentices for life, supporting them in their personal development which
can often start prior to them even joining Cummins.
A significant component of our apprentice strategy is to educate and assist secondary
school staff and students to not only understand the opportunities in the heavy
automotive industry but to also encourage and welcome students to complete work
experience stints with us. This enables students to experience the type of work and
the work environment in which they could eventually work, and gives Cummins the
opportunity to experience the attitude, aptitude and interest of the student in a future
apprenticeship. To this end, we have begun a partnership with a community based
organisation called the Beacon Foundation. The Beacon Foundation works with school
staff, students, parents and the wider community in disadvantaged areas to provide
students with the connections, skills and motivation, information and mentoring support
they need to successfully transition from ‘learning to earning’. They generally begin their
work with students at Year 9/10 level and encourage them down education and work
pathways to ensure that they remain on a positive track, which includes gaining work
experience and considering apprenticeships.
As we develop this relationship with Beacon, Cummins has also launched the Technical
Education in Communities (TEC) project in the South Pacific. This initiative focuses on
the process of building, investing and partnering in local education programs to increase
the number of people with the industry-relevant educational and personal capability
to work in skilled jobs. As unskilled jobs disappear, rising levels of unemployment
and poverty in the ranks of the unskilled and uneducated are causing individual and
community hardship. This has highlighted the need for educational programs that
allow for industry-relevant skills acquisition and the transition of people to the modern
workforce. Young people who receive no skills training, or who are trained for jobs that
are not in demand in their communities, often drop out of school and the workforce
and into poverty. Vocational education is thus an important way to elevate personal and
community standards of living and Cummins has begun the TEC project to implement
and support effective education programs in its communities.
There is no doubt that on their own these corporate responsibility efforts add great
benefit to Cummins, other organisations, and the community through the work that they
do, but we are also fortunate in that these programs have the additional direct benefit of
improving the talent pool for the recruitment of Cummins apprentices.

In late 2010 Brian joined the Cummins South
Pacific leadership team in the role of director of
industrial business and has led this business for

Brian Smith

Venkat Bommakanti has been appointed
director of Cummins South Pacific’s supply chain,
manufacturing and quality operations.
“Cummins South Pacific has experienced good
growth in the manufacturing operations in an
environment where broader manufacturing
within Australia has struggled. This growth has
created the scale, need and opportunity to further
develop our organisation focused on these
functions,” says Peter Jensen-Muir, executive
managing director of Cummins Asia Pacific.
Venkat joined Cummins over 13 years ago and
worked in the South Pacific region in a variety
of executive roles in the industrial and mining
businesses, parts and service sales and marketing,
inventory and logistics, and the Cummins
Support Centre.
Over the past three years, he has led the
Cummins Centre of Excellence in Singapore
from its start-up phase through to engineering
and manufacturing products for the oil and gas
and commercial marine markets.

Venkat Bommakanti

“With equipment users demanding longer life
between overhauls we will be driving further
improvements in quality to help lower total cost
of ownership,” says Venkat Bommakanti.

Stephanie Disher has been appointed director of
finance for Cummins South Pacific.
She joins Cummins following a 13-year career
with BP where she held senior leadership
positions ranging from chief of staff, CFO
– eastern hemisphere, finance director – BP
Solar Asia Pacific, performance manager – BP
Refining & Marketing ANZ, and most recently as
programme director – strategy & integration.
Stephanie is currently completing her Senior
Executive Masters of Business Administration
(MBA) with Melbourne Business School,
University of Melbourne.She has a Bachelor of
Commerce from University of Western Sydney
and is a Certified Practising Accountant (CPA).

Stephanie Disher

Cummins Commentary is published by Cummins South Pacific
Mark Levett, Cummins Inc. vice president
– community relations and corporate
responsibility (second from right), recently
met with representatives from Beacon
Foundation and Bundamba State High
School at the Cummins Brisbane facility.

2 Caribbean Drive, Scoresby Vic 3179 Australia
Tel: 61-3 9765 3222
Matthew Ferguson
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12-litre

NEW
unveiled by Cummins

Cummins has announced a new global heavy-duty engine
platform for the trucking industry. Known as the G-series,
the new in-line six cylinder engine will be introduced as the
ISG11 (10.5 litres) and ISG12 (11.8 litres).
The G-series achieves a remarkably low engine weight of just 862 kg in a compact package
while delivering peak outputs of 512 hp and 1700 lb ft of torque.
“We’re currently looking at our options for ADR80-04 (the next round of emissions regulations
for Australia) and the ISG12 is one of those options,” says Sean McLean, general manager of
automotive products for Cummins South Pacific.
ADR80-04 is not finalised but is anticipated to be introduced in 2017-2018.
The G-series platform has been developed by Cummins’ global technical resources, lead by a
US design team, and will be released initially for the Chinese market.

When Ian Burrows bought the Caltex fuel distribution
business in Geraldton in 2000, it delivered 24 million litres of
fuel that year. In 2013 it will deliver well over 200 million litres.
Geraldton Fuel’s business today extends well beyond the thriving regional city overlooking the
Indian Ocean 400 km north of Perth.

Engines meeting Euro V, Euro VI and US EPA 2017 emissions regulations are in development.

The company’s distribution territory stretches 1400 km north to Port Hedland, 700 km east to
Wiluna, and 400 km south to Perth, covering vast tracts of remote terrain.

A key design focus for the G-series has been to achieve significant weight savings in order to
increase the power-to-weight ratio. A sculptured block retains high rigidity while removing
unnecessary mass. The use of composite material for the oil pan and valve cover provides
further weight savings.

Geraldton Fuel’s fleet of 20 trucks is spearheaded by nine Cummins-powered Kenworths which
carry out the company’s long-haul roadtrain work, pulling triple and quad trailer units at
maximum gross weights up to 164 tonnes.

The G-series incorporates Cummins’ XPI (Xtra-High Pressure Injection) fuel system, derived
from the 15-litre ISX. With multiple injection events driven by high-precision Cummins electronic
controls, the XPI fuel system contributes to the impressive peak torque of 1700 lb ft and torque
rise as high as 60 percent.
The G-series offers fuel efficiency through parasitic reducing technology without variable-flow
pumps that add unnecessary cost and reduce reliability. Its single cam in-head design with roller
valve train and high-efficiency intake ports continues the design theme of minimum complexity
and maximum efficiency.

ISG12 is being considered for Australia. It uses
Cummins’ XPI (Xtra-High Pressure Injection) fuel system.
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Apart from servicing its own customers in a diverse range of industries – mining, oil and gas,
farming, transport, and fishing – Geraldton Fuel is also working as a hire carrier for Caltex.
Six of its roadtrains are currently dedicated to this side of the business, hauling fuel from Port
Hedland to two major resource ventures – the $33 billion Wheatstone natural gas megaproject
at Onslow and Sandfire Resources’ DeGrussa copper-gold mine northeast of Meekatharra.
Ian Burrows is well grounded in the fuel distribution business. His father Mike started in the fuel
game in 1974 when he bought a small distributorship in Corrigin in WA’s central wheatbelt
region, around 200 km east of Perth.

The G-series will initially be manufactured at the Beijing Foton Cummins Engine Co., serving
customers on a global basis. Production will start during the first half of 2014. Apart from
heavy-duty truck applications, the ISG will also be ideally suited to the bus/coach markets.

In 1984 the Burrows family sold its Corringin business and moved to Geraldton where it bought
the Shell distributorship. Ian began working in the family business in 1988, working as a ‘bowser
boy’ and eventually becoming transport manager.

“The G-series global design approach is a vivid demonstration of how Cummins is transforming
from a multi-national to a truly global company,” says Steve Chapman, Cummins vice-president
and group vice-president for China and Russia. “This engine platform has been designed for
diverse markets by utilising the expertise and local knowledge of our engineers from around
the world.” n

The Burrows business was bought out by Shell in 1999, but Ian wanted to keep on in fuel and
acquired the Caltex distributorship. Straight away he started planning a growth strategy – a
strategy that has seen ten-fold growth since start-up in 2000.

5.0-litre

NEW
Cummins V8

Cummins is playing a key role in keeping Geraldton Fuel’s roadtrains rolling reliably in the remote
environment that is Western Australia, an environment where there can be no compromises in
service support.
“Cummins has a good crew here in Geraldton and we’ve also been helped out in Port Hedland
a couple of times…we’re very happy with the support,” confirms Lionel Ward, transport
manager for Geraldton Fuel.

Geraldton Fuel managing director Ian Burrows (right)
with transport manager Lionel Ward.

“We’ve had a good run out of our EGR Signatures,” he says without hesitation. “However, we
decided to try the ISXe5 after hearing very good reports about its reliability and also the fact it
runs a lot cooler which is very important because we’re operating in some of the hottest areas of
the country.”
At the time of writing, the ISXe5 had only done a couple of trips, but Lionel Ward says it was
enough for the driver to describe its performance as “magic” and that fan-on time was
significantly reduced.
There’s nothing magic about Geraldton Fuel’s business growth. A quiet efficiency pervades the
operation…the reality is that a disciplined operation is a viable one, able to provide the best
customer service. n

Six of the Cummins engines are Signature 600 EGR units, while the latest addition to the
fleet – a T659 Kenworth – has a 550 hp-rated ISXe5 using AdBlue/urea for emissions reduction.

Cummins has announced a new 5.0-litre V8 to be built at the
historic Cummins Engine Plant (CEP) in Columbus, Indiana.
Two versions will be available – the 5.0L V8 Turbo Diesel for Nissan’s Titan pickup truck in North
America, and the ISV5.0 for light and medium-trucks, buses and motorhomes.
The ISV5.0 will be available with ratings from 200 to 275 hp and peak torque up to 560 lb ft
while the version for the Titan pick-up truck will deliver in excess of 300 hp with peak torque in
the mid-500s (lb ft).
“The ISV5.0 represents the next dimension in fuel economy and performance as Cummins
continues to broaden its on-highway product line,” said Dave Crompton, Cummins
vice-president and general manager - engine business.
The ISV5.0 brings together a compacted graphite iron (CGI) cylinder block, forged steel
crankshaft, high-strength aluminum alloy heads, and composite valve covers to offer maximum
durability in a lightweight package. These features, along with dual overhead camshafts, also
reduce noise, vibration and harshness.
The ISV5.0 will be certified to the near-zero NOx and PM emissions levels required by the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The engine’s air handling and emissions control technology draws upon Cummins’ extensive
expertise in emissions technology. The ISV5.0 uses the company’s VG turbocharger, cooled
EGR and Cummins Emission Solutions’ aftertreatment system, featuring a Diesel Particulate
Filter (DPF) and Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR).
Production of the V8 will start at CEP in the 4th quarter of 2014. The Columbus Engine
Plant dates back to the 1920s. It was originally built around a two-story Civil War era house
purchased by Cummins co-founders Clessie Cummins and W.G. Irwin. n

ISV5.0 is designed for light and medium
duty trucks, buses and motorhomes.
One of the nine Cummins-powered Kenworths that
spearhead Geraldton Fuel’s roadtrain fleet.
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Rotorua Hospital electrical services manager
Dave Hubbard (right) with Cummins’ Leo Ruyg.

While two new Cummins gensets were installed in 2007, the switchgear – close to
40 years old – wasn’t upgraded at the same time. There were other problems with the
outdated system, too.
“It was difficult finding a time to test the generators when hospital departments such
as the operating theatres had little or no confidence in the system,” says Dave Hubbard.
“There’s no such problem now.”

Now we’re

The new Cummins-dedicated system, in which all the key components are designed and
built by Cummins, also means the hospital now enjoys a single point of support for its
entire standby system. Importantly, Cummins offers strong technical and service support
through its branch operation in Rotorua.
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pumping

To meet the increased power requirements of the hospital, the new Cummins genset in the
system is an 1100 kVA C1100 D5 powered by Cummins’ 30-litre QST30 engine. The two
gensets installed in 2007 and now integrated with the new unit are 390 kVA C400 D5
models powered by Cummins 14-litre NTA855 engines.
Generator control and monitoring is provided by a Cummins PowerCommand DMC1000
digital master control system integrated with paralleling switchgear.

The smell
of success

The stench of sulphur lingers in the air, a constant reminder
of Rotorua’s volcanic history. Geysers, boiling mud pools
and hissing steam escaping from vents are further evidence
of the thermal activity around this region in New Zealand’s
North Island.
Rotorua Hospital is built on active volcanic ground – one of the challenges that confronted
the Cummins power generation team when it was selected to upgrade the standby diesel
power system as part of the hospital’s $83 million redevelopment.
“The plan was to install a bulk 10,000-litre fuel tank underground, but this had to be
abandoned due to the heat…the temperature was 60 degrees Celsius two metres below the
surface,” says Leo Ruyg, who headed up the project with David Van Brussel for Cummins.
“We then had to design and build a special above-ground bunker for the bulk fuel tank to
comply with New Zealand fuel storage regulations.”
Redevelopment of Rotorua Hospital began in late 2009 and was completed at the end of
2012. It features a new three-storey building housing intensive care, coronary care, medical,
surgical and orthopedic units as well as a centre for specialist outpatient clinic services.
As part of the redevelopment project, standby power at the hospital needed to be increased
in capacity and also upgraded to a fully integrated system.
“Our ability to supply, install and commission a fully integrated turnkey power system was
the key factor behind Cummins being awarded the project,” says Leo Ruyg.

“It was never going to be an easy task relocating the existing plant and installing a new
standby power system while maintaining a secure and reliable standby supply to the
hospital,” says Dave Hubbard. “However, with the assistance of the Cummins team we
achieved just that in what proved to be trying circumstances.
“The flexibility of the new system allows us to operate the plant in a much more controlled
form. The automatic load shedding is the big difference compared with the previous
manual system, giving more protection to the generators from overloading.
“The complete installation is first-class, while the back-up service we’ve received from
Cummins has given us a very reliable and secure standby generation system.” n

MURRAY CLIFFORD looks
at the steamier side of the
$83 million redevelopment
of Rotorua Hospital.

Cummins’ project scope included the installation of one new genset and its integration with
two existing Cummins gensets which had to be relocated to a new plant room. As well,
Cummins had to supply and install a new paralleling switchboard, a new digital master
controller, new automatic transfer switches and the new fuel system.
Cummins also had to ensure that standby power was available to the hospital while
the existing system was relocated, installed and commissioned to integrate with the
new components.
“One of the challenges was working within a fully operational hospital,” says Leo Ruyg.
“We didn’t want to interrupt the day-to-day running of the hospital during the works so
we installed a temporary 900 kVA genset to provide emergency power if required.”
One of the features of the new system is
that it allows the gensets to be paralleled
with the grid to provide seamless transfer
of the hospital loads back to mains supply
after an outage. It also allows the gensets
to be regularly tested or ‘exercised’ without
interrupting the hospital power supply.
Importantly, Rotorua Hospital’s electrical
services manager Dave Hubbard and his
team now feel comfortable testing the
standby system on a regular basis. This
wasn’t the case previously.

Generator control and monitoring is
provided by a Cummins PowerCommand
DMC1000 digital master control system.

Rotorua Hospital (top of photo) is built on active volcanic ground
– one of the challenges that confronted the Cummins power
generation team. The steam is evidence of the thermal activity.

Dewatering pump capable of pumping
250 litres/second at 200 metres head.

A mine dewatering pump, powered by one of Cummins’
biggest CustomPaks in Australia and capable of
pumping 250 litres/second at 200 metres head, has been
manufactured by Weir Minerals Multiflo (WMM) for a
mining project in Zambia, Africa.
A leading dewatering specialist, WMM started designing and manufacturing dewatering
pumps in Australia in 1976. WMM is one of three divisions of the Weir Group,
headquartered in Scotland, which provides engineering solutions to the minerals, oil
and gas, and power markets globally.
The Multiflo MF-420EX heavy-duty dewatering pump was ordered by Kalumbila
Minerals, a fully-owned subsidiary of First Quantum Minerals (FQM) for its Sentinel
copper project in Zambia. Worldwide, FQM operates seven mines – including the
Ravensthorpe nickel mine in Western Australia – and is currently developing other
world class projects. At the request of FQM the unit was custom-engineered and
manufactured to be powered by the Cummins QST30 CustomPak.
The CustomPak powerpack
is designed around Cummins’
QST30 engine, a 30-litre V12
rated at 1050 hp. In high duty
cycle mining applications such
as rotary blasthole drilling, the
QST30 is noted for its reliability
and durability.
Cummins CustomPaks
have earned a reputation for
robustness and the ability to
operate in intense heat. All
CustomPak cooling systems
provide for continuous operation
in ambient temperatures of plus
50 deg. Celsius.
WMM points out that its Multiflo MF-420E pump was upgraded in late 2011 to achieve
the higher pressure ratings the market was seeking. This was done by improving the
wet-end casing, allowing the system to go from running at 1400 rpm to a maximum of
1700 rpm.
With operations based in Coolum on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast and in Balikpapan,
Indonesia, WMM is a leading supplier of custom-engineered dewatering pump units in
the Asia Pacific region. n

The new Cummins generator set (left) had to be integrated
with existing Cummins gensets installed in 2007.

Rotorua Hospital underwent an $83 million redevelopment.

Weir Minerals team (from left) Cameron Murphy,
Petrina Riehl and Lincoln Shaw.
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LOCO
MOTION
The three Cummins QSK19 engine/genset modules
with their own cooling packages are clear in this view.

There are over 350 NRE multi-engine/genset locomotives in operation around the world
today, all powered by Cummins. “Cummins is the only engine we offer in this product,
selected for its reliability, durability and power density,” says Jonathan Brown.
While the concept of multi-engine locomotives is not new, the 1200 Class design brings
the technology to Australian operators, providing a locomotive designed to meet Australian
needs and satisfy Australian clearances, axle loads and regulations.
NRE points out that its multi-engine/genset technology provides savings in fuel and
maintenance costs as well as reduced emissions. NRE locomotives using this technology
are known as N-ViroMotive models and were developed in response to ever-tightening
environmental regulations in the US. The first units went into service in 2007.
The three engines/gensets are coordinated by electronic controls and come on stream
independently depending on power requirements.
“If, say, 600 horsepower is required only one genset is in use,” explains Jonathan Brown.
“As the demand for more power arises, the other gensets come on line independently to
share the load.”
He points out that every 24 hours the three gensets are “reassigned” to even out the engine
hours, and prevent one unit from accumulating far greater hours than the other two.
“The system is fully automated, with changes to the operational parameters provided by
maintenance personnel, requiring no driver input to the genset operation,” he says.

Benchmark
The QSK19 with its full authority electronic controls is an evolution of the long established
in-line six 19-litre Cummins K-series platform, a benchmark for reliability and durability in
its horsepower class.
In the N-ViroMotive, each QSK19 genset complete with alternator is fully self-contained in
its own module that allows for ease of maintenance and swap-out if a major problem arises.

Cummins is the only engine

we offer in this product,
selected for its reliability,
durability and power density.
A multi-engine ‘genset’ locomotive featuring Cummins
QSK19 power has been introduced in Australia by US
manufacturer National Railway Equipment Company (NRE).
Three QSK19 engines, each rated at 800 hp, are installed in the 1200 Class locomotive
as generator sets that supply current to the traction motors.
“We are focusing on the regional rail market with the 1200 Class locomotive which can
operate in standard, narrow or broad gauge configuration,” says Jonathan Brown, general
manager of sales for NRE in Australasia.
“The locomotives used in regional rail in Australia today are typically unreliable and
inefficient. There have been no new locomotive developments for this market segment
for a number of years.”

The ability to remove the gensets to reduce axle loads is another ground-breaking initiative,
allowing the 1200 Class locomotive to flexibly operate on a range of different Australian
track conditions.
Pacific National has ordered seven N-ViroMotive locomotives for operations at the
BlueScope steelworks at Port Kembla in NSW.
Unlike the 1200 Class locomotives, the Pacific National units have two QSK19 gensets
and are a four-axle design compared with the 1200’s six-axle configuration. However, the
locomotives share the same gensets, control system and other critical key components.
The first of Pacific National’s locomotives are due to be delivered in mid-2014.
NRE was established in 1984 and
is a privately owned, vertically
integrated provider of new and
remanufactured locomotives,
locomotive products and wheel
services. In fact, the company
claims to be the world’s largest
independent supplier of new and
remanufactured locomotives.
In Australia, NRE is based in
Newcastle, NSW, and is headed up
by Rocky Condello. The company
has maintenance operations in
NSW and Victoria. The maintenance
teams, both fixed and mobile, are
made up of NRE technicians from
the US as well as skilled local
locomotive maintainers. n

NRE’s director of Australian operations Rocky Condello
(left) with Jock Maxwell (maintenance manager
– southern), Richard Elgin (director – international
maintenance) and Jonathan Brown (general manager
sales – Australasia).
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